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Prof. Boghossian’s Mistreatment Proves Academic Freedom and 
Honesty are Dead in Oregon’s Public University System 

 
SALEM, Ore. – Last week, Portland State University’s Peter Boghossian resigned from his 
position as assistant professor, marking the end of academic freedom and honesty in Oregon’s 
higher education system.  
 
Citing Portland State’s unseriousness and lack of commitment to real education when 
confronted with facts that conflict with prevailing left-wing narratives of the day, Boghossian 
published his resignation letter online.  
 
Senator Dennis Linthicum issued the following statement about his resignation:  
 
"The far-left are hell-bent on bullying and tormenting any individual with a different mindset. 
Prof. Boghossian was not promoting ideals that were destructive to the American ideal or higher 
education, but that's the point.  
 
“During his time at PSU, Boghossian did incredible work to expose the corruption inside our 
system of higher education and attempted to hold it accountable. That work must continue until 
we restore higher education to what its primary purpose: learning, not indoctrination.  
 
“Boghossian is a scholarly authority who could present students with difficult issues, historical 
context, and well-reasoned assessments of the circumstances. In other words, he taught students 
to think for themselves. His analysis was simply too honest for our modern social culture 
warriors. That was the sin he was punished for.  
 
"HECC, the PSU board, and PSU's faculty caved to the outrageous demands of the radical left by 
failing to support him. The mainstream and social media organs also played a part by largely 
ignoring the issue. They have abandoned truth and integrity and embraced the ideological 
tragedy that is failing our students.  
 
"How many more rare, talented, and committed professors will Oregon sacrifice to destructionist 
ideologies that roam our university campuses?" 
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